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Abstract

Aiming to link natural language descriptions to specific re-
gions in a 3D scene represented as 3D point clouds, 3D vi-
sual grounding is a very fundamental task for human-robot
interaction. The recognition errors can significantly impact
the overall accuracy and then degrade the operation of AI
systems. Despite their effectiveness, existing methods suffer
from the difficulty of low recognition accuracy in cases of
multiple adjacent objects with similar appearance. To address
this issue, this work intuitively introduces the human-robot
interaction as a cue to facilitate the development of 3D visual
grounding. Specifically, a new task termed Embodied Ref-
erence Understanding (ERU) is first designed for this con-
cern. Then a new dataset called ScanERU is constructed to
evaluate the effectiveness of this idea. Different from exist-
ing datasets, our ScanERU dataset is the first to cover semi-
synthetic scene integration with textual, real-world visual,
and synthetic gestural information. Additionally, this paper
formulates a heuristic framework based on attention mecha-
nisms and human body movements to enlighten the research
of ERU. Experimental results demonstrate the superiority of
the proposed method, especially in the recognition of multi-
ple identical objects. Our codes and dataset are available in
the ScanERU repository.

Introduction
The ability to understand and localize objects from natural
expression is critical for the operation of AI systems. To this
end, both 2D (Deng et al. 2018, 2021; Yang et al. 2022; Qiao,
Deng, and Wu 2020; Wang et al. 2019) and 3D (Huang et al.
2022; Chen, Chang, and Nießner 2020; Yang et al. 2021;
Huang et al. 2021; Yuan et al. 2021; Zhao et al. 2021) visual
groundings refer to understanding how words and language
can be linked to visual information in images and videos,
and how this information can be used to recognize and un-
derstand objects in the environment. The former takes 2D
images or video frames as input and suffers from the limi-
tation of fully localize objects and problems, where object
localization fails to capture the true 3D extent of an object
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front of the entrance. The chair is black and has a round backrest
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Figure 1: The comparisons between non-interactive and in-
teractive visual grounding. The image displays two typical
difficult scenarios, ambiguous description and complex spa-
tial relationship, for non-interactive visual grounding. Nev-
ertheless, the inclusion of gestural information conveyed by
a human agent can aid in the localization of the referred ob-
ject by robots and AI systems.

(Chen, Chang, and Nießner 2020), which is caused by the
restricted nature of 2D images. Compared with 2D visual
grounding methods, 3D visual grounding methods capture
the true physical extent and spatial relationships of objects,
adapt better to the 3D context, and improve performance
on complex and diverse descriptions (Chen, Chang, and
Nießner 2020). Therefore, the research of 3D visual ground-
ing based on 3D point cloud data has emerged, and this line
of research aims at locating a specific object or region in
a 3D scene referred by a natural language description. Be-
cause of 3D point cloud data, it can describe the objects in
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the environment in more detail, such as their shape and size.
These properties guarantee its wide range of applications,
including robotics, augmented reality (Pei et al. 2023), vir-
tual reality, and human-robot interaction (Yang et al. 2021;
Huang et al. 2022), where natural language can be used as an
intuitive and flexible way to interact with 3D environments.

Several works have studied 3D visual grounding using
various methods, including new datasets (such as ScanRe-
fer (Chen, Chang, and Nießner 2020), ReferIt3D (Achliop-
tas et al. 2020)) and frameworks (Zhao et al. 2021), ap-
proaches (Liu et al. 2021) for identifying objects, and 3D
visual grounding in RGB-D images without requiring scene
reconstruction (Liu et al. 2021). Despite the success of ex-
isting work, identifying the referred object among multiple
adjacent objects with similar appearances is still a great chal-
lenge in this task. However, the explorations on this concern
are clearly insufficient. In situations where the description
itself is ambiguous or the spatial relationships are complex
in ScanRefer (Chen, Chang, and Nießner 2020), the accu-
racy of distinguishing multiple similar objects is relatively
low, as demonstrated in Figure 1.

This work solves the challenge of identifying referred ob-
jects among visually similar adjacent objects from a new
perspective of human-robot interaction, which can act as
rich cues to promote the recognition of visually similar ob-
jects in 3D space. A similar idea in 2D visual grounding is
formulated by Chen et al. (Chen et al. 2021) who proposes
to model the coordination between language and gestural
information. Specifically, they constructed the YouRefIt
dataset, mainly consisting of videos, where humans jointly
leverage language and gestures to refer to objects, and thus
significantly improved the accuracy of 2D visual ground-
ing by the incorporation of gesture information. Inspired by
their success, this work aims to further improve the accu-
racy of 3D visual grounding on multiple adjacent objects
with similar appearances by incorporating human gestures
to disambiguate referring expressions and accurately iden-
tify the referred object. Specifically, we are the first to de-
sign a new task for 3D visual grounding termed Embod-
ied Reference Understanding (ERU), which is built upon
the embodied perspective of the agent. To better evaluate
such a task, a new dataset called ScanERU is constructed
based on existing datasets by incorporating textual, real-
world visual, and synthetic gestural information into semi-
synthetic scenes. Finally, to validate the effectiveness, we
formulate a heuristic framework based on attention mech-
anisms (Vaswani et al. 2017), which is widely used in the
community (Wang, Sun, and Sowmya 2021; Wang et al.
2021; Wang, Sun, and Sowmya 2019; Wu et al. 2023), hu-
man body movements and constructed a real-world test set.
Different from prior work, this work incorporates consid-
erations for interactions with other intelligent agents, which
thus provides a more natural way of human-robot interaction
and a more human-like understanding of the 3D world.

In conclusion, our contributions are as follows:

• A novel task called Embodied Reference Understanding
(ERU) for 3D visual grounding is designed, which first
jointly leverages language and gestures to refer to ob-

jects in 3D point clouds. This approach provides a more
comprehensive and meaningful representation of the 3D
visual information in the environment.

• A new dataset called ScanERU is constructed, which
covers diverse and challenging semi-synthetic scenarios
with synthetic gestural information. Models trained on
ScanERU is tested using real-world testing scenarios.
This dataset provides a valuable resource for researchers
to develop and evaluate new methods for the ERU task.

• A heuristic framework based on attention mechanisms
and human body movements is proposed to evaluate our
effectiveness on the recognition of multiple identical ob-
jects or complex spatial relations. This framework of-
fers a structured means of assessing ERU model perfor-
mance, identifying strengths and weaknesses, and guid-
ing future research.

Related Work
Non-Interactive Visual Grounding
3D visual grounding involves establishing a connection be-
tween language and 3D objects in a point cloud environ-
ment, allowing the model to capture spatial features. The
objective is to align natural language descriptions with the
corresponding 3D objects and their attributes in a 3D set-
ting. Chen et al. (Chen, Chang, and Nießner 2020) pre-
sented the ScanRefer Dataset and a comprehensive end-to-
end framework for the visual grounding task. The ReferIt3D
(Achlioptas et al. 2020) introduced two datasets, similar to
the ScanRefer dataset, but with a focus on identifying the re-
ferred object among instances of the same fine-grained cat-
egory. Most approaches (Chen, Chang, and Nießner 2020;
Zhao et al. 2021; Chen et al. 2022; Yuan et al. 2021; Bakr,
Alsaedy, and Elhoseiny 2022; Huang et al. 2022) adopt
the two-stage framework established by ScanRefer, while
the 3D-SPS method (Luo et al. 2022) devises a single-
stage solution to the task. Cai et al. (Cai et al. 2022) de-
veloped a unified joint framework that accommodates both
the grounding task and captioning task. Inspired by the
transformer, recent works such as 3DVG-Transformer (Zhao
et al. 2021) and SAT (Yang et al. 2021) have integrated atten-
tion mechanisms into the framework. The most recent work,
HAM (Chen et al. 2022), leverages the spatially-global and
spatially-local attention to locate referred objects, achiev-
ing the best result of Acc@0.5 on the ScanRefer Challenge.
However, the sparse, noisy, and limited semantic informa-
tion of point clouds compared to 2D images make it difficult
to accurately locate a referred object (Yang et al. 2021). Ad-
ditionally, the proximity of the referent to adjacent objects
in the scene can lead to localization errors (Bakr, Alsaedy,
and Elhoseiny 2022; Achlioptas et al. 2020; Chen, Chang,
and Nießner 2020; Zhao et al. 2021) , and view-dependent
descriptions can result in poor localization performance for
referent localization based on spatial terms (Huang et al.
2022; Yang et al. 2021; Zhao et al. 2021; Huang et al. 2021;
He et al. 2021; Yuan et al. 2021; Feng et al. 2021) . There
are also localization errors when locating a unique referent
among multiple visually similar objects (Bakr, Alsaedy, and
Elhoseiny 2022; Luo et al. 2022; Huang et al. 2022; Yang
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Figure 2: Generation procedure of human point cloud.

et al. 2021; Zhao et al. 2021; Huang et al. 2021; He et al.
2021; Yuan et al. 2021; Feng et al. 2021; Liu et al. 2021;
Achlioptas et al. 2020; Chen, Chang, and Nießner 2020) .
Our approach introduces a new task of 3D visual ground-
ing in a human-in-the-loop-based scenario, where body ges-
tures are integrated into the scene to mitigate localization
errors resulting from sparse, noisy, and semantically limited
point clouds, object proximity, difficulty in distinguishing a
unique referent among visually similar objects, and view-
dependent descriptions.

Interactive Visual Grounding
Interactive visual grounding is a task that involves using nat-
ural language and gestures to refer to objects or regions in an
image or a 3D scene. To improve the accuracy and facilitate
a more natural method of communication between humans
and agents, Chen et al. (Chen et al. 2021) introduced the
ERU (Embodied Reference Understanding) task, in which
an agent uses both language and gestures to refer to an ob-
ject to another agent in a shared physical environment. This
is accompanied by the introduction of the YouRefIt dataset,
which is a 2D multi-modal dataset encompassing textual,
visual, and gestural information. Building on psychological
studies of human pointing gestures, Li et al. (Li et al. 2023)
proposed a new architecture using the virtual touch line (a
line connecting the eye and the fingertip) and a transformer,
leading to a significant improvement in the ERU task. Our
work expands the ERU task to point cloud environment and
studies the disambiguation effect of human gesture. Figure
1 shows the comparisons between non-interactive and inter-
active visual grounding.

Dataset
To study ERU task in 3D environment, we propose the
ScanERU dataset, a semi-synthetic dataset for ERU task.
Our dataset is based on the ScanRefer (Chen, Chang, and
Nießner 2020) and ScanNet (Dai et al. 2017) datasets and
includes 706 unique indoor scenes, 9,929 referred objects,
and 46,173 descriptions. We synthesize human point cloud
data and pointing gestures for each referred object. We also

propose the real-world ScanERU test set for testing the va-
lidity of our method in real-world scenarios to evaluate its
effectiveness and generalization capabilities. For the further
information of ScanERU, please refer to the supplement.

Data Annotation
The procedure of annotating the semi-synthetic dataset is
conducted through a visualization UI and LabelImg (Tzu-
talin 2015), which presents the workers with both the point
cloud and a top view of the scene with the non-referred ob-
jects (e.g. ceiling) faded out. To ensure the quality and ac-
curacy of our annotations, our workers are instructed to an-
notate five possible positions of the synthetic agent on the
top view. The annotations are then subjected to automatic
checks to verify that there is no object obstructing the line
of sight between the synthetic agent and the referred object.
Upon successful completion of the checks, the verified an-
notations are assigned to each referred object in the dataset.
In our dataset generation method, we adjusted the angle fluc-
tuation range of the arm movement by ±3° to ensure that the
ray emitted by the gesture can pass through the referred ob-
ject, rather than pointing directly at the object’s center. The
output of the annotation process are the index between point
cloud of synthetic human agents and referred objects and the
coordinate of the synthetic agent in the scene point cloud.

Generation Procedure
To ensure the diversity and variability of the synthetic gestu-
ral information, we utilize 10 different human models both
male and female. The 3D models of the human body used in
our model were obtained from publicly available and open-
source models from Sketchfab and Mixamo. The meshes
are batch-processed using Blender. The detailed process is
shown as Figure 2:

Rotate the skeleton to generate a character pool. To
generate a character pool, we apply a rotation transformation
to the skeleton of each character. Specifically, we create a
‘pointing’ gesture for each character by rotating their hand
and arm towards the referred object. The ‘pointing‘ gesture
consists of two parts: the choice of left or right hand, and the
rotation angle of the arm. We vary the rotation angle from
-90 to +90 degrees with an interval of 0.5°. Moreover, we
introduce random angle perturbation to ensure the diversity
and realism of each synthetic agent. The randomly rotated
skeleton includes the left or right arm (both upper and lower
parts), the left or right hand, and the head. The perturbation
angle is drawn from a Gaussian distribution with a range of
-3° to +3°. This is to make the gesture more realistic and
natural, and to avoid overfitting to a specific gesture.

Convert the mesh files of human models into point
clouds. We efficiently convert the mesh files of human mod-
els into 3D point clouds and perform voxel down-sampling
to align them with the ScanNet dataset. The voxel size is
consistently set to 0.25cm.

Transform point cloud to a “single-view” format. In
real-world scenarios, it is impractical for the human agent to
remain idle until the scanning process is complete. Conse-
quently, the point cloud representing the human is typically
incomplete and most likely manifests in a “single-view”
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form because of the machine agent’s inability to thoroughly
scan the human agent in the same manner as the entire scene.
To address this, we initially select a random angle from
which the machine agent scans the human agent. Subse-
quently, we compute the point cloud to eliminate points not
visible to the machine agent. Following this, random down-
sampling is employed to decrease the point count to 3,000.
In cases where the number of points falls below 3,000, zero-
padding is utilized to occupy the remaining points.

Load the matching point cloud from the character
pool into the scene. Due to the large size of the point cloud
file, we do not load it into the scene point cloud until train-
ing or evaluation time. The dataset is loaded along with la-
bel, vertex, and normal information based on the annotated
position and the index between point cloud of synthetic hu-
man agents and referred objects. And each referred object is
associated with 3-5 different synthetic agents pointing at it
from different positions.

ScanERU Test Set
To evaluate the effectiveness of the ScanERU method and
dataset, we conducted a real-world test set for 3D ERU task.
This section outlines the test set creation process.

In our study, we employ the Azure Kinect DK, a Time-of-
Flight (ToF) RGB-D camera with an inertial measurement
unit (IMU), as our 3D sensor for reconstructing the scene.
The RGB sensor operate at a resolution of 1280*540, while
the depth sensor function at a resolution of 512*512. We
utilize the official SDK of the Azure Kinect DK and the
Open3D (Zhou, Park, and Koltun 2018) reconstruction sys-
tem as our software. Following data acquisition, we manu-
ally process the 3D mesh data in MeshLab (Cignoni et al.
2008), by deleting distorted areas in the point cloud, espe-
cially in the edge regions, and by applying down-sampling
to align the original ScanNet (Dai et al. 2017) point cloud.
Since these data are only used for test set, we do not per-
form a complete semantic segmentation annotation on the
point cloud. We develop a Blender script to annotate the re-
ferred object and the human agent. For the descriptions, we
apply the similar tool as ScanERU data annotation to help
our workers to describe the referred object. The whole task
is assigned to four workers with the request of each descrip-
tion (e.g., the length of description, the way to describe the
referred object etc.). In addition, each referred object is de-
scribed by all four workers. Notably, to evaluate the disam-
biguation ability and comprehension of complex spatial in-
formation, all the referred objects have at least one similar
object in the scene.

Methodology
This section describes our work in detail. Sec 4.1 gives an
overview of the ScanERU method. Sec 4.2 explains how we
generate proposals, encode gestures, and encode language.
Sec 4.3 presents how we fuse multi-modal features. Sec 4.4
defines the loss function.

Overview
Shown as Figure 3, the ScanERU method comprises three
inputs: the point cloud of the entire 3D scene, the descrip-

tion of the referred object, and the point cloud of the human
agent. The scene point cloud Pp ∈ RN×(3+K) contains N
points’ coordinate and K-dimensional features such as RGB
and normal vectors. The description is tokenized and trans-
formed into word embeddings using the GloVE (Penning-
ton, Socher, and Manning 2014) model. The human agent
point cloud is similar to the scene point cloud, except that its
features only include normal vectors. The objective of the
task is to locate the referred object and output its bounding-
box in world coordinates.

The ScanERU method consists of four modules: pro-
posal generation, gestural encoding, language-aware, and
multi-modal fusion. To better leverage the features among
language, gesture, and the scene point cloud, an atten-
tion mechanism (Vaswani et al. 2017) is employed in our
work. The proposal generation module is the same as that
used in 3DVG-Transformer (Zhao et al. 2021) and it gen-
erates a bounding-box from object proposal while extract-
ing context-aware features. The proposal features are rep-
resented by Fp ∈ RM×H , for M proposals with H-
dimensional features. In the gestural encoding module, the
Point2Skeleton technique (Lin et al. 2021) is employed to
abstract a human’s skeletal structure, which is subsequently
encoded into gestural features Fg via a convolution layer.
Similar to ScanRefer (Chen, Chang, and Nießner 2020) and
3DVG-Transformer (Zhao et al. 2021), the language-aware
module aggregates the word embeddings into the language
features Fl ∈ RL×H and global language features using a
GRU (Chung et al. 2014) cell and a self-attention module.
The multi-modal fusion module leverages attention mech-
anism (Vaswani et al. 2017) to fuse proposal features Fp,
gestural features Fg , and word features Fl, thereby generat-
ing the confidence score of each bounding-box. Specifically,
this study centers on the combination of gestural informa-
tion with the proposal and word information, aiming to dis-
ambiguate referring expressions and accurately identify the
referred object.

Feature Encoding Modules
Proposal generation module. Our proposed method uti-
lizes a PointNet++ (Qi et al. 2017) backbone and a vot-
ing and grouping module (Qi et al. 2019), similar to
ScanRefer (Chen, Chang, and Nießner 2020) and 3DVG-
Transformer (Zhao et al. 2021), to process the point cloud
of the scene and group them into individual clusters. Sub-
sequently, we employ the coordinate-guided contextual ag-
gregation (CCA) module, as utilized in 3DVG-Transformer
(Zhao et al. 2021), to generate refined proposal features as
Fp0 and bounding-boxes. To further refine the proposal fea-
tures, a self-attention module is applied, which takes the re-
fined proposal features Fp0 as input and studies the contex-
tual relationships within the refined proposal features Fp0.
In addition, we employ a copy&paste module, akin to the
method used in 3DVG-Transformer (Zhao et al. 2021), to
leverage the over-fitting issue, producing the output as Fp.

Gesture encoding module. The point cloud correspond-
ing to the human agent undergoes processing utilizing the
Point2Skeleton method (Lin et al. 2021). This results in the
acquisition of S skeletal points, denoted as Ps, pertaining
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Figure 3: The architecture of the proposed ScanERU. It takes a point cloud of the scene, a point cloud of a human agent, and
a description of the referred object as input, through the processing of the proposal generation module, the gesture encoding
module, and the language-aware module, comprehensive semantic features of different modalities are extracted. A multi-modal
fusion module is designed and followed to integrate multi-branch features to finally produce the confidence scores of the
bounding boxes. The highest confidence score is the final prediction. Best viewed in color.

to the human agent, as well as the link matrix Mges ∈
RS×S , which describes the relationships among these skele-
tal points. Subsequently, the Ps points and Mges ∈ RS×S

matrix are concatenated and encoded via convolutional lay-
ers, ultimately producing the gestural features Fg .

Language-aware module. The textual description input
is encoded using the GloVe (Pennington, Socher, and Man-
ning 2014) and GRU (Chung et al. 2014) module, which is
the same module used in the ScanRefer (Chen, Chang, and
Nießner 2020) framework. Moreover, our training process is
augmented with the word erase training strategy, which has
been shown to be beneficial in 3DVG-Transformer (Zhao
et al. 2021). Furthermore, to refine the language features,
we employ a self-attention module to generate Fl from the
GRU output.

Multi-Modal Fusion Module

As illustrated in Figure 3, the proposal features Fp and ges-
tural features Fg are concatenated and fused using a con-
volution block, with the resulting features being denoted as
Fp−ges. Subsequently, we use a 2-layer stacked transformer
decoder to exploit the relationship of proposal-gestural fea-
tures Fp−ges and language features Fl, where the proposal-
gestural features Fp−ges serves as query while the language
features Fl serves as key and value. Finally, the output of the
stacked transformer decoder is fed into a feed-forward net-
work (FFN) layer and a softmax activation layer to generate
the confidence score of each bounding-box.

Loss Function
In our approach, we employ a loss function similar to
that used in 3DVG-Transformer (Zhao et al. 2021) and
Point2Skeleton (Lin et al. 2021), which is represented as
L = 0.3Lloc + 10Ldet + 0.1Lcls + 0.3Lskel. Here, Lloc

denotes the localization loss, Ldet represents the object de-
tection loss, and Lcls indicates the language-to-object clas-
sification loss. Furthermore, we can decompose Ldet as
Ldet = Lvote−reg + 0.1Lobjn−cls + 0.1Lsem−cls + Lbox

where Lvote−reg is the vote regression loss, Lobjn−cls and
Lsem−cls are the objectness and semantic classification
losses, respectively, and Lbox denotes the bounding-box
loss. The bounding-box loss can be further decomposed as
Lbox = Lcenter−reg + 0.1Lsize−cls + Lsize−reg where
Lcenter−reg and Lsize−reg are the center and size regression
losses, respectively, and Lsize−cls denotes the size classifi-
cation loss. Lskel refers to the skeleton detection loss. We
can decompose Lskel as Lskel = Lpoint + Llink where
Lpoint is skeletal point prediction loss, Llink is skeletal
mesh generation loss.

Experiment
Dataset Split. In our experimental evaluation, we conduct
tests on the ScanERU dataset. Following the same protocol
as the ScanRefer dataset, we split it into train and validation
sets with 36,665 and 9,508 samples, respectively.

Baseline. We meticulously devise the baselines by com-
paring our innovative method with state-of-the-art methods
on 3D visual grounding task.
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Figure 4: Qualitative results from 3DVG-Transformer(Zhao et al. 2021) and our ScanERU. The GT boxes are marked in blue.
If one predicted box has an IoU score higher than 0.5, this box is marked in green, otherwise it is marked in red.

Metric. Following the standard evaluation metric for 3D
visual grounding tasks, we employ two commonly used met-
rics, namely Acc@0.25IoU and Acc@0.5IoU, to measure
the performance of our method. Additionally, we also re-
port the “unique,” “multiple,” and “overall” scores, as de-
fined in the ScanRefer dataset (Chen, Chang, and Nießner
2020). The “unique” score measures the performance when
there is only a single object of its class in the scene, whereas
the “multiple” score measures the performance when there
are more than one similar object of its class in the scene. The
“overall” score is the weighted average of the “unique” and
“multiple” scores.

Quantitative Study
In Table 1, We compare the performance of our ScanERU
method with several existing 3D visual grounding methods.

To compare our work with other 3DVG methods based on
ScanRefer, we adopted the same experimental setup as them.
This was to ensure consistency and fairness in the evalua-
tion. Since our ScanERU dataset and ScanRefer dataset are
the same in terms of 3D scenes and text descriptions, the re-
sults obtained by other methods through ScanRefer training
or ScanERU training are consistent.

Experiment on the ScanERU validation set. In the
“multiple” subset, our innovatively proposed method ex-
hibits superior performance compared to the state-of-the-art
(SOTA) method, with a significant improvement of 24.88%
for Acc@0.25 and 21.23% for Acc@0.5. Moreover, our

method’s overall accuracy remarkably surpasses the SOTA
method by 20.34% for Acc@0.25 and 17.11% for Acc@0.5
due to its enhanced disambiguation ability and deep compre-
hension of complex spatial information, which underscores
the effectiveness of incorporating human gestures in localiz-
ing and distinguishing multiple similar objects. These results
strongly validate our proposed method’s efficacy in signifi-
cantly improving localization performance in complex in-
door environments.

Experiment on the ScanERU test set shows the perfor-
mance comparison of ScanRefer (Chen, Chang, and Nießner
2020), 3DVG-Transformer (Zhao et al. 2021), and ScanERU
on the task of 3D object localization. Because all the referred
objects are “multiple”, there are only “overall” results re-
ported in Table 1. Our method achieves significantly higher
accuracy than other methods. The results indicate that our
dataset and method is generalizable to real-world environ-
ments and the combination of textual and gestural informa-
tion is crucial for accurate object localization in the complex
real-world situation.

Qualitative Study
Figure 4 depicts a visualization of the performance of
our proposed method and the baseline 3DVG-Transformer
(Zhao et al. 2021). The ground-truth bounding boxes are de-
noted in blue, whereas the predicted boxes are highlighted in
green if their IoU score with the ground truth is above 50%,
and in red otherwise.
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Methods Venue Unique Multiple Overall
Acc@0.25 Acc@0.5 Acc@0.25 Acc@0.5 Acc@0.25 Acc@0.5

Results on the ScanERU validation set
ScanRefer (Chen, Chang, and Nießner 2020) ECCV2020 76.33 53.51 32.73 21.11 41.19 27.40

TGNN (Huang et al. 2021) ICCV2021 68.61 56.80 29.84 23.18 37.37 29.70
InstanceRefer (Yuan et al. 2021) ICCV2022 77.45 66.83 31.27 24.77 40.23 32.93

3DVG-Transformer (Zhao et al. 2021) ICCV2021 81.93 60.64 39.30 28.42 47.57 34.67
3DJCG (Cai et al. 2022) CVPR2022 83.47 64.34 41.39 30.82 49.56 37.33
3D-SPS (Luo et al. 2022) CVPR2022 84.12 66.72 40.32 29.82 48.82 36.98

ScanERU 85.01 64.37 66.27 52.05 69.90 54.44
Results on the ScanERU test set

ScanRefer (Chen, Chang, and Nießner 2020) ECCV2020 - - 18.79 16.05 18.79 16.05
3DVG-Transformer (Zhao et al. 2021) ICCV2021 - - 28.56 23.80 28.56 23.80

ScanERU - - 49.51 42.13 49.51 42.13
Results of ScanERU ablation study

ScanERUlang−only 81.40 59.37 41.42 29.90 49.18 35.62
ScanERUges−only 53.98 41.42 55.15 44.21 54.92 43.67

ScanERUfull 85.01 64.37 66.27 52.05 69.90 54.44

Table 1: Comparasion of visual grounding performances on ScanERU dataset.

Experiment on the ScanERU validation set demon-
strates that our method is capable of successfully localizing
the referred object in complex environments with multiple
similar objects, while the baseline method exhibits failure
cases. We identify two main causes of failure for 3DVG-
Transformer (Zhao et al. 2021). The first cause is the dif-
ficulty of distinguishing fine-grained features from point
cloud data. As illustrated in Figure 4 (a), the terms “no arms”
and “wooden chair” are not sufficiently descriptive to differ-
entiate the object from others, even for human observers.
The second cause is the ambiguity or complexity of the de-
scription. In Figure 4 (b), the phrase “at the end of the table”
is unclear, meaning that there are multiple possible objects
being referred. These results indicate that the language-only
modality has limitations in disambiguating the correct ob-
ject, particularly in challenging environments.

Experiment on the ScanERU test set illustrates the su-
periority of our methodology when dealing with intricate sit-
uations in real-world environments, compared to the 3DVG-
Transformer (Zhao et al. 2021). Figures 4 (c) and 4 (d)
highlight the primary causes of failure in 3D visual ground-
ing cases - excessive complexity in spatial information and
vague descriptions. Incorporating gestural information can
mitigate these factors, particularly in real-world settings.
Nonetheless, in the proposal generation phase, gestural in-
formation is not provided, potentially leading to imprecise
proposal generation. For instance, Figure 4(d) reveals that
the ScanERU method fails to accurately generate a proposal
for the plant. Consequently, the impact of gestural informa-
tion remains restricted in such circumstances.

Ablation Study
In this subsection, we aim to conduct a detailed anal-
ysis of the contributions of textual and gestural modal-
ities in our proposed approach. Table 1 results reveal
that ScanERUges−only demonstrates considerably lower
performance compared to both ScanERUlang−only and
ScanERUfull within the “Unique” subset for Acc@0.25.
This is attributed to ScanERUges−only solely incorporat-

ing gestural details while disregarding descriptions with de-
tails about the referred object itself and spatial information
among all objects in the scene. Consequently, when several
objects (e.g., sofa and table) share the same direction in-
dicated by the human agent, gestural information becomes
highly ambiguous, leading to imprecise localization out-
comes. This underlines the importance of textual informa-
tion for resolving potential ambiguities pertaining to the ref-
erenced object. Additionally, ScanERUlang−only illustrates
that incorporating gestural cues, as evidenced by the supe-
rior performance of ScanERUfull in Table 1, is crucial for
the ERU task. The integration of gestural information thus
markedly bolsters the model’s capacity to distinguish simi-
lar objects and enhances localization performance.

Conclusion

This paper introduces embodied reference understanding
(ERU) within 3D point cloud environments, where agents
utilize language and gestures to refer to objects in a shared
physical space. To support research in this domain, we
present ScanERU, a semi-synthetic dataset evaluated for ef-
fectiveness on our real-world test set. Next, we propose a
novel framework for ERU in 3D environments, integrat-
ing multi-modal features and attention mechanisms. Our ap-
proach surpasses existing 3D visual grounding methods, par-
ticularly in identifying multiple identical objects. This re-
search significantly advances 3D visual grounding by in-
tegrating human gestures as an additional modality to dis-
ambiguate referring expressions and accurately pinpoint ob-
jects. Moreover, it underscores the significance of embod-
ied perspective, human-centered AI, and human-agent inter-
action for a more natural and human-like understanding of
the 3D world. Our future work aims to diversify our dataset
with varied scenes and gestures while exploring additional
modalities to further augment ERU performance.
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